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Abstract 
In the competition白atthe game situation changes every moment such as the bal game， the situation is grasped pre-
cisely. And itwil arrive at the best perlormance to make most suitable decision. 1 develop位ainingbased on a theory in order 
to improve ability for circumstantial judgment. As a result， it is desirable to practice it. Such a training is Cognitive Training. 
A study aimed at improving ability for circumstantial judgment is carried out in a domain of the sports psychology. However， 
it is said出atit is dificult to measure circumstantial judgment during a game. An effect of the training that is clear can not 
be show in a real field. 1 show a method to make influence on; 
1) 1 show a method to make influence on perlormance clear， and demonstrate it. 
2) Because fast decison making is found with accuracy in the real competition scene， bring to the quality of the decison 
making into focus. 
3) Show a standard of the making of the picture for use by Cognitive Training. 
1 overcome these problems andαrry out a study to have the environment where training of the recognition is easy to be in-
甘oducedinto in the spot of sports. 
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